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Misophonia:
A neurophysiological disorder, whereby the afflicted individual experiences a heightened autonomic 
nervous system stimulation (fight or flight) accompanied by negative emotional reactivity like anger, 

rage, pain or hatred, all in response to specific sounds.



When a headstrong art conservation student 
grappling with an agonizing hypersensitivity to 
sound discovers the world’s quietest chamber at 
a remote art museum, she stops at nothing to 
experience the ultimate relief of total silence. 
However, her salvation quickly spirals into a 
waking nightmare as long-buried family traumas 
resurface.

LOGLINE



SYNOPSIS

Ava is a 30-something art conservation student, 
stubborn and tenacious with a dark sense of humour, 
a means of dealing with a life of torment and trauma, 
caused by a hypersensitivity to sound that triggers 
horrifying mental and physical attacks. These “sound 
attacks” cause her to witness violent imagery, 
descend into fits of rage, and lose chunks of time. 
Her peers perceive her as a freak for her eccentric 
methodologies to reduce exposure and the medical 
community is entirely baffled, unable to offer her any 
concrete help. 



After a particularly violent sound attack brought on 
by a humiliating encounter with her mother who 
berates and blames Ava for her condition, she is left 
feeling helpless, alienated, and hunted by the 
invisible monster that is sound.

Ava feels she truly must be cursed and contemplates 
ending it all. Refusing to give up, she discovers an 
isolated museum putting on a “landscapes of silence”
exhibition that will showcase an anechoic chamber, 
the world’s quietest room. Believing this is her 
salvation, she schemes to obtain an internship at the 
museum in order to gain access. Ava works 
obsessively on the museum’s other exhibition 
focusing on women’s pain throughout art history. The 
disturbing paintings and sculptures resonate deeply 
with Ava.



Ava becomes part of the close-knit team at the museum, as 
she struggles to keep her condition, the sound attacks and her 
search for answers to herself. She’s taken under Chantal’s wing, the 
chief art conservator, who sees Ava as a protégé and develops a close 
friendship with Mira, the junior art conservator, who happens to be 
deaf. They bond over a mutual exclusion from the hearing world, 
albeit for polar opposite reasons. Ava, for once, feels settled and 
secure about her life’s direction. Even Seda is fascinated by Ava’s 
complex relationship to sound, which she tries to convince Ava is a 
gift rather than a curse. But Seda warns that complete silence could 
drive a person mad. 





When her controlling mother pays her an unexpected and 
unwelcome visit, Ava slowly unravels with the reveal of a 
deeply buried secret, and the attacks come back with a 
vengeance. An explosive and dangerous confrontation in the 
art restoration lab gets her fired from the internship, leaving 
her ostracized and alone once again as her sound attacks 
escalate into a now constant presence.

Motivated by despair and desperation, she breaks into the 
anechoic chamber and locks herself in. The brief euphoria of relief 
quickly degrades as she hears the inner workings of her own body 
in the silent vacuum as she descends into madness. Disturbing 
auditory hallucinations build into an ear-splitting cacophony of 
sound. 



She must make a brutal decision: end her life or find a 
way to survive in a world where sound is sentient. She 
mutilates her eardrums, collapsing in a pool of her own 
blood, subsequently deafening herself.

Rushed to hospital, she begins her recovery. A new 
chapter has begun. Ava must now re-establish herself in 
a world where sound is no longer the enemy, where 
anything is possible. She checks herself out of the 
hospital and journeys to a far-off well-known museum, 
seeking out a specific painting she restored. A painting 
of a woman fiercely holding a severed head. Ava smiles, 
victoriously. In a twist, an act of self-harm is not 
destructive but paradoxically liberating for Ava. It’s a 
moment where she takes her fate into her own hands. 
Finally, in a soundless world, she has found peace.



AVA
A 30-something art conservation student with an 
undiagnosed hypersensitivity to sound. Incredibly 
strong-willed, hard-headed and tenacious. Her 
intense and passionate nature allows her to be 
consumed by details and minutiae, creating a 
symbiosis between herself and the artworks she 
restores that borders on sheer obsession. This lends 
itself well for her career yet Ava’s close relationships 
suffer as she ends up pushing everyone away due to 
the extreme rage and panic attacks she experiences 
from certain sonic triggers. Haunted by unhealed 
and unresolved childhood traumas which manifest 
in her adult life in unsettling and troubling ways. 
She’s at odds with her own needs for silent solitude 
while simultaneously craving connection and 
intimacy. Constantly fighting through the pain, that 
she does her best to mask, takes its toll on her and 
makes her exhausted and weary. All she wants in 
the world is peace and quiet, where she can exist 
freely.

CHARACTERS



ALMA
Ava’s domineering, loud middle-aged mother. For 
her, Ava is a living reminder of her husband and 
his suicide. She blames Ava for his death and she 
blames Ava for her condition, believing she could 
stop it if she really wanted to. Nevertheless, her 
isolation causes her to rely heavily on Ava, making 
their mother-daughter bond a poisonous one.

CHARACTERS



CHANTAL
Head Art Conservator at the museum who is nearing 
retirement age. No-nonsense, hard-working and 
exacting. She sees Ava as a potential protégé, and 
is rooting for her to overcome her struggles but 
will quickly lose compassion for Ava’s increasingly 
erratic behaviour. 

CHARACTERS



MIRA
Chantal’s apprentice, the junior art conservator. 
Brash, charming, assured 20-something. She is 
deaf, having grown up in a hearing family, and has 
some sympathy for Ava’s plight. They bond and 
become close until Ava’s actions put her in danger, 
destroying all trust.

CHARACTERS



SEDA
Renowned artist working on an anechoic chamber 
art installation. Famous for a body of sensory work 
that has shaped the art world. A performative, 
enigmatic presence. Believes in positivity to the 
point of toxicity. She comes off as supportive but 
in the end will betray without a second thought if 
it serves her work. 

CHARACTERS



I have suffered with misophonia since I was a child, whereby I felt constantly attacked by my surroundings 
through everyday sounds like chewing, breathing, and sniffing. Growing up in a world where sound is sentient 
and inescapable has made the experience of living a difficult one. It is an affliction that has devastated my 
relationships and caused extreme social isolation. What was equally destructive was the medical system’s 
dismissiveness and neglect to my plight.

In March 2020 I contracted Covid-19 and that harrowing journey altered the trajectory of the stories I wanted 
to create and share with the world. And this is one of them. Not only is it cathartic for me to share this personal 
story, but there is an urgency to shed light on the  medical gas-lighting, particularly in regards to female 
sexual and reproductive health, that still happens today. It makes it particularly urgent to tell this story now 
because of the current political state of affairs, worldwide, when it comes to equity in medical treatment for 
both women and racialized people. 

It’s essential for me to showcase messy, disagreeable, complex women in any work I do. Those misfit women 
that are deeply misunderstood yet stop at nothing to advocate for themselves and reclaim their power in 
unconventional ways. Not only is White Noise a feminist-driven horror film, but it will use the hatred of sound 
and specific historical paintings and sculptures depicting women’s pain and suffering throughout art history 
to explore themes of gender bias and the social stigma against those experiencing mental illness.

It was paramount for me to bring aboard a writer that intrinsically understood the story I wanted to tell and 
the characters I wanted to bring to life. As a queer, female-identifying creative like myself, Tamara understands 
how frightening it is to navigate the world dominated by the male gaze and always feeling “apart” from the 
rest of the world. Like me, she is no stranger to the effects of mental illness. We have very separate but similar 
experiences, and there was a visceral complicity between the two of us. She just got it.

Using the horror genre as a vehicle to tell the story, allows us to amplify the horrors felt by those living 
and breathing the illness that is misophonia as well as manifest sound into a tangible “monster”. The horror 
elements elevate the urgency to find relief from suffering in ways a more conventional dramatic piece might 
not be able to convey. Now is an ideal time to be working in the horror genre, specifically elevated horror, as 
it is rapidly expanding its audience, critical recognition, and scope.

White Noise will challenge audiences to question their own perspectives and moral compass around mental 
illness as well as shine a light on the reclamation of power through choosing what treatment is best for you 
without passing judgement. Because at the end of the day, no one truly knows the extent of another’s suffering.

PRODUCER’S STATEMENT:



THELMA 
(2017)

THE BABADOOK
(2014)

BLACK SWAN 
(2010)

HIS HOUSE 
(2020)

COMPARABLES:



MARKETPLACE SUMMARY:
White Noise is part of a sub-genre of cinema that has fervently risen to the forefront of mainstream media 
within the last ten years: the elevated or art-house horror film. This type of genre relies heavily on building 
an atmosphere of dread, rather than the standard jump scares that can be found in The Ring and Paranormal 
Activity, which are both classics in their right.

Elevated or art-house horror attracts a different audience than your typical horror film; they can bring in a 
more mainstream audience, appealing to both women and demographics over 50. Jennifer Kent’s The Babadook 
(2014), Jordan Peele’s Get Out (2017), Ari Aster’s Hereditary (2018), and Robert Eggers’ The Witch (2015) are all 
examples of this burgeoning genre that places this decades’ societal anxieties and existential crises at the 
forefront of storytelling. They are thought-provoking pieces that transform into deep, psychological studies 
of our time. Thematically rich and packed with metaphors, they tackle systemic racism through suspense and 
satire as well as uncomfortable examinations of familial and emotional trauma.

Because of content and genre, we feel confident in attracting marquee cast for the lead roles in the film. Our 
goal is to secure a lead name and work directly with an international sales agent like Neon, XYZ, A24, Wild 
Bunch or Cinetic Media. These particular sales agencies have sold films that match White Noise in genre and 
tone: The Witch, It Follows, The Babadook, Hereditary, and She Dies Tomorrow.

We want to emulate the release of films like Hereditary and Get Out, which had an incredible festival run, 
opening at the Sundance Film Festival. Along with a subsequent reputable festival run at Toronto International 
Film Festival, SITGES, Telluride, Tribeca, and the Fantasia International Film Festival. White Noise will pursue 
domestic, US and foreign territory sales through our international sales agent, predominately focusing on 
the Sundance, TIFF, and Berlinale markets. We will be looking to license the film for theatrical exhibition,            
non-theatrical exhibition including television, Pay TV, streaming, etc.

Specific promotional strategy inspirations come from Get Out, A Quiet Place, and Hereditary, which kept big plot 
twists out of trailers, held secret midnight festival screenings, used atypical marketing platforms to advertise 
the film to target audiences that sit outside of a typical horror film, and other innovative digital campaigns. 



BIOS
CHRISTINA SALIBA PRODUCER
Christina Saliba started off her career as a wildlife biologist then fell 
into the world of film and started writing pitches for a documentary film 
production company looking to venture into wildlife docs. She worked 
her way up the ladder as a production coordinator on shorts, features, 
and commercials. In 2017, she joined Goldrush Entertainment as a 
development executive, discovering new intellectual property to 
produce, creating pitch materials, and providing support in pre- to post-
production. Through Goldrush Entertainment she was an Associate 
Producer on A Score to Settle (Nicolas Cage) and will be producing two 
feature length films in 2022/2023: a feminist-driven dark comedy 
entitled Fat Lady Sriracha and a psychological horror entitled White 
Noise. 

In 2021, Saliba graduated from the Canadian Film Centre’s Producers’ 
Lab, was a recipient of Harold Greenberg’s shorts-to-features funding, 
and won the Whistler Film Festival’s Power Pitch Competition for her 
psychological horror film, White Noise. She has recently been accepted 
to participate in both the Whistler Film Festival's Producers' Lab and
the Women in Film and TV Vancouver's Genre Lab (2022).



TAMARA SCHERBAK WRITER
Tamara Scherbak is a Canadian writer and director with a diverse body 
of work which has screened in film festivals and art galleries around the 
world. She directed numerous films such as “Dedashka”(2008), winner 
of Best Director at the Montreal Festiv’elles Film Festival for women 
filmmakers and “Only Sky & Water” (2011), which screened in competition 
at the Hot Docs Film Festival. Her latest narrative fiction short “Is Your 
Teen a Homosexual?” (2018) has been selected in 15 festivals including 
Rendez-vous Québec Cinéma and in competition at the International 
short film festival of Cyprus.

Tamara has also directed work for the National Film Board of Canada, and 
Vice Canada. In particular, the 4-part Vice digital series she directed “For 
the Better / Pour le mieux” garnered several million views online. She has 
also been selected to participate in prestigious Talent Labs at the Berlin, 
Toronto and Reykjavik International Film Festivals. Most recently, she was 
selected for the 2019 Netflix-Banff Diversity of Voices Initiative.



LOCATIONS 



TONE / STYLE 
The overall sound design will be critical in inducing a dissonant sensation of 
physical disembodiment and feverish panic that will mimic Ava’s deteriorating 
mental state. The sound design is, naturally, a crucial and integral element 
of the story. Inspirations taken from Peter Strickland’s Berberian Sound 
Studio (2012) and Carlo Mirabella-Davis’ Swallow (2019) will build complex 
soundscapes of textures and layers that also play with pitch, frequencies 
and decibel levels. Horror sound design tricks play into the film’s overall 
themes by incorporating techniques such as ‘infrasound’ - a low-frequency 
rumble that can’t be heard but that can be felt. This will conjure a deeply 
unsettling fear-response in the audience which in turn mimics Ava’s
experience of sound.

The visual style and tone will evoke such films Joachim Trier’s Thelma 
(2019) and Jennifer Kent’s The Babadook (2014). The muted, somber tones 
and inherent darkness will convey the inner emotional turmoil of Ava and 
the oppressive all-encompassing panic and sheer terror she faces. There 
will be cold, clinical visuals interspersed throughout to create the feeling 
of analysis and separateness from the world around her, as if she is being 
examined under a microscope by everyone she encounters. The design of 
the anechoic chamber is in particular a key setting as it acts as a visual 
manifestation of Ava’s psyche. Once she is inside it, alone, in a place that
removes the menacing presence of external noise in all its forms, the only 
action left is to confront the inner depths of herself and her greatest fears, 
as she spirals towards a psychotic breakdown.



FOR MORE INFORMATION
contact: Christina Saliba  
514.965.4908
christina.saliba85@gmail.com




